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Abstract
We introduce, in continuous time, an axiomatic approach to assign to any
financial position a dynamic ask (resp. bid) price process. Taking into ac-
count both transaction costs and liquidity risk this leads to the convexity
(resp. concavity) of the ask (resp. bid) price. Time consistency is a crucial
property for dynamic pricing. Generalizing the result of Jouini and Kallal, we
prove that the No Free Lunch condition for a time consistent dynamic pricing
procedure (TCPP) is equivalent to the existence of an equivalent probability
measure R that transforms a process between the bid process and the ask
process of any financial instrument into a martingale. Furthermore we prove
that the ask price process associated with any financial instrument is then a
R-supermartingale process which has a cadlag modification. Finally we show
that time consistent dynamic pricing allows both to extend the dynamics of
some reference assets and to be consistent with any observed bid ask spreads
that one wants to take into account. It then provides new bounds reducing
the bid ask spreads for the other financial instruments.
Introduction
The theory of asset pricing, and the fundamental theorem, have been formal-
ized by Harrison and Kreps [42] Harrison and Pliska [43], Kreps [51], Dalang
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et al [24], according to no arbitrage principle. In the classical setting, the
market is assumed to be frictionless and then a no arbitrage dynamic price
process is a martingale under a probability measure equivalent to the refer-
ence probability measure.
However real financial markets are not frictionless and therefore an important
literature on pricing under transaction costs has been developed. Pioneer
works in financial markets with transaction costs are those of Jouiny and
Kallal [46] and Cvitanic and Karatzas [23]. A matrix formalism introduced
by Kabanov [48], for pricing under proportional transaction costs has been
developed in many papers, as in Kabanov and Stricker [49], in Schachermayer
[61]... In these papers the bid ask spreads are explained by transaction costs.
On the contrary the approach developed by Jouini and Kallal [46] and ex-
tended in Jouini [47] is an axiomatic approach in continuous time assaigning
to financial assets a dynamic ask price process (resp. a dynamic bid price
process) in such a way that the ask price procedure is sublinear. Jouini and
Kallal [46] have proved that the absence of arbitrage in then equivalent to
the existence of an equivalent probability measure which transforms some
process between the bid and the ask price process into a martingale. The
bid-ask spread in that model can be interpreted as transaction costs or as
the result of buying and selling orders.
In recent years, a pricing theory has also been developed, taking inspiration
from the theory of risk measures. This has first been done in a static setting,
as in Carr, Geman and Madan [15], Fo¨llmer and Schied [36], Staum [62],
Barrieu and El Karoui [6] and Bion-Nadal [11]. The point of view of pricing
via risk measures has also been considered in a dynamic way using Backward
Stochastic Differential Equations as in El Karoui and Quenez [32], El Karoui
and Quenez [33], El Karoui, Peng and Quenez [34], Peng [55], Klo¨ppel and
Schweizer [52] and Peng [56]. The axiomatization of dynamic pricing proce-
dures goes back to Peng [55] where it is called “g-expectations”. The close
notion of monetary utility functions for processes in a discrete time setting
has been studied by Cheridito, Delbaen and Kupper [18]. A close definition,
under the name of Monetary Concave Utility Functional, can be found in
Klo¨ppel and Schweizer [52]. Pricing via dynamic risk measures has also been
studied by Jobert and Rogers [45] in discrete time over a finite probability
space. For papers on dynamic risk measures we also refer to Delbaen [25] for
the study of coherent (or homogeneous) dynamic risk measures, to Detlefsen
and Scandolo [29] and Fo¨llmer and Penner [38] for dynamic risk measures
in a discrete time setting and to Bion-Nadal [12] and [13] for dynamic risk
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measures in a continuous time setting.
Another approach called good deal bounds pricing has been introduced si-
multaneously by Cochrane and Saa-Requejo [21] and Bernardo and Ledoit
[8]. The idea is to exclude some payoffs which are too much attractive, called
good deals, in order to restrict the bid ask spread. This corresponds to re-
strict the set of equivalent martingale measures that one can use to price.
Therefore it is related to the theory of pricing via risk measures. The link,
in static case, has been first established by Jaschke and Ku¨chler [44]. For
papers along these lines we refer to Cherny [20], Staum [62], Bjo¨rk and Slinko
[9], and Klo¨ppel and Schweizer [53].
In real financial markets, market partipants submit offers to buy or sell a
fixed number of shares. Therefore one can observe the resulting book of or-
ders for any traded security. The book of order of a financial product X can
be interpreted as bid and ask prices associated with the random variables
nX where n is a positive integer. The observed ask price associated with nX
for n large enough is greater that n times the observed ask price of X . This
corresponds to the liquidity risk. Cetin et al [16] and [17] or Astic and Touzi
[3] have developed a pricing approach taking into account the liquidity risk.
In this paper we develop an approach which is close from that of Jouini and
Kallal [46], based on the construction of both bid price process and ask price
process in a model free setting. However the question we address here is to
define a global dynamic pricing procedure in order to assign to any financial
instrument (asset, option, basket, portfolio...) a dynamic bid (resp. ask)
price process, taking into account both transaction costs and liquidity risk.
Assuming that there is at least one liquid asset which is positive, one can take
it as nume´raire. Taking furthermore into account the lack of liquidity, the
usefulness of diversification, the existence of transaction costs, it is natural to
impose that the ask price is convex and translation invariant. Another prop-
erty that we require for a dynamic pricing procedure is the time consistency
which means that the price at one instant of time of a financial instrument
can be computed indifferently directly or in two steps using an intermediate
instant of time. We can then take advantage of the theory of time consistent
dynamic risk measures, in particular the existence of a dual representation
[29] and the characterization of the time consistency in terms of a cocycle
condition [12] and [13].
The main differences with the paper of Jouini and Kallal are the following:
here we don’t assume that the (ask) price function is sublinear as in [46] but
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we allow it to be convex, in order to take into account the liquidity risk;
our construction is a global one in the sense that it assigns to any financial
instrument represented by a bounded Fτ -measurable functional a dynamic
ask (resp bid) price process (Πσ,τ (X))σ≤τ (resp (−Πσ,τ (−X))σ≤τ ); and we
do not assume a priori that the ask (resp bid) price process associated to a
given financial instrument has right continuous paths. As in [46] we define an
intrinsic notion of No Free Lunch for a dynamic pricing procedure. Our main
result stated in section 2 is the extension of the theorem proved in [46] char-
acterizing the No Free Lunch condition. We prove that the No Free Lunch
property is equivalent to the existence of (at least) an equivalent probabil-
ity measure R which transforms a process between the bid process and the
ask process of any financial instrument into a martingale. This probability
measure R is independent of the financial instrument considered. Further-
more from our previous paper on time consistent dynamic risk measures [13]
we derive the fact that for any No Free Lunch pricing procedure, for any
financial instrument the dynamic bid (resp ask ) price process has a cadlag
modification which is a R submartingale (resp supermartingale) process.
The last section of the paper deals then with the usual setting for financial
markets. The dynamics of some reference assets (Sk)0≤k≤p are given and we
consider time consistent dynamic pricing procedures extending the dynamics
of these reference assets. We prove that the upperbound for the ask prices
obtained using all such procedures is the surreplication price, generalizing
thus to the general convex case the result known for sublinear pricing pro-
cedures. We consider then two approaches already studied in the literature
to reduce the bid ask spreads which can be formulated in our setting: No
good deal pricing and pricing under convex constraints. We introduce then
a new approach based on bid and ask prices observed for options. This last
approach only takes informations from the market, and leads to reduced
spreads compatible with any observed spread that one wants to take into
account.
1 Bid-Ask Dynamic Pricing Procedure
1.1 The economic model
Throughout this paper we work with a filtered probability space denoted
(Ω,F∞, (Ft)t∈IR+ , P ). The filtration (Ft)t∈IR+ satisfies the usual assumptions
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of right continuity and completedness and F0 is assumed to be the σ-algebra
generated by the P null sets of F∞. We assume that the time horizon is
infinite, which is the most general case. Indeed if the time horizon is finite
equal to T we define Fs = FT for any s ≥ T . This general setting covers also
the discrete time case.
We want to construct a global dynamic pricing procedure which assigns to
any financial product (asset, bond, option, basket, portfolio...) a dynamic
ask (resp. bid) price process. We assume that there is a non risky liquid
asset S0 and we take it as nume´raire. So from now on, (S0)t = 1 ∀ t ∈ IR
+.
Any financial asset is expressed in this nume´raire.
Due to the importance of stopping times in finance we will work with stop-
ping times with values into [0,+∞]. For any stopping time τ , let Fτ be
the σ-algebra defined by Fτ = {A ∈ F∞| ∀ t ∈ IR
+ A∩{τ ≤ t} ∈ Ft}.
Denote L∞(Ω,Fτ , P ) the Banach algebra of essentially bounded real valued
Fτ -measurable functions. We will always identify an essentially bounded
Fτ -measurable function with its class in L
∞(Ω,Fτ , P ). In what follows a
financial position at a stopping time τ means an element of L∞(Fτ ). Ac-
cordingly with previous literature dealing with surreplication prices and also
with the paper of Jouini and Kallal we modelize the dynamic ask price (or
dynamic buying price) of X . As in [46], [11], [62] and [56], we consider that
selling X is the same as buying −X . Therefore the dynamic ask price of X
is modeled as Πσ,τ (X),(where σ is a stopping time σ ≤ τ) and its dynamic
bid price as −Πσ,τ (−X). As the process describing the non risky asset is
constant, this leads to make the hypothesis of normalization Πσ,τ (0) = 0,
and of translation invariance for Πσ,τ (we refer also to [39] and [52] for a
discussion of this hypothesis). The observation of the book of order leads
to the conclusion that for λ large enough, Π0,τ (λX) > λΠ0,τ (X) if X is not
perfectly liquid. Also taking into account the impact of diversification, it is
natural to impose that the ask price Πσ,τ (X) is a convex function of X .
Moreover for ν ≤ σ ≤ τ it is natural to ask that we get the same result
for the ask (resp bid) price at time ν of a bounded Fτ -measurable finan-
cial instrument if we evaluate it either directly as Πν,τ (X) or indirectly as
Πν,σ(Πσ,τ (X)). This is the time consistency condition.
This motivates the following definition:
Definition 1.1 A dynamic pricing procedure (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ on the filtered prob-
ability space (Ω,F∞, (Ft)t∈IR+ , P ) (where σ ≤ τ are stopping times) is a
family of maps (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ , defined on L
∞(Fτ) with values into L
∞(Fσ) sat-
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isfying the following four properties:
1. monotonicity:
∀ (X, Y ) ∈ (L∞(Fτ))
2, if X ≤ Y then Πσ,τ (X) ≤ Πσ,τ (Y )
2. translation invariance:
∀ Z ∈ L∞(Fσ) , ∀ X ∈ L
∞(Fτ ) Πσ,τ (X + Z) = Πσ,τ (X) + Z
3. convexity:
∀ (X, Y ) ∈ (L∞(Fτ ))
2 ∀ λ ∈ [0, 1]
Πσ,τ (λX + (1− λ)Y ) ≤ λΠσ,τ (X) + (1− λ)Πσ,τ (Y )
4. normalization: Πσ,τ (0) = 0
For any X ∈ L∞(Fτ ), the dynamic ask (resp. bid) price process of X is
Πσ,τ (X) (resp. −Πσ,τ (−X)).
Notice first that as consequence of convexity and of normalization, the dy-
namic ask price Πσ,τ (X) is always greater or equal to the dynamic bid price
−Πσ,τ (−X) (indeed 0 ≤
1
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[Πσ,τ (X) + Πσ,τ (−X)]).
The above definition is very close to the definition of non linear expectations
of Peng [55] (with stopping times instead of deterministic times). It is also
closely related to the definition of conditional monetary utility functionals
[18] which was given (with stopping times) for processes in a discrete time
setting. Another definition of pricing process Φt(X) with just one determin-
istic parameter can be found in Klo¨ppel and Schweizer [52]: it corresponds
to the bid price process −Πt,∞(−X). Remark also that ρσ,τ (X) = Πσ,τ (−X)
is a normalized dynamic risk measure as defined in [13] (i.e. for any σ ≤ τ ,
ρσ,τ is a normalized risk measure on L
∞(Fτ ) conditional to L
∞(Fσ)).
This definition of pricing procedure which does not assume homogeneity (for
λ > 1, Πσ,τ (λX) ≥ λΠσ,τ (X) (but not equal in general) takes into account
the risk of liquidity. Also it assigns to any financial product a dynamic bid
price process and a dynamic ask price process. As in [46] and [47] the bid ask
spread reflects the transaction costs but also the real bid ask spread observed
in the book of orders. Also as noticed in the empirical study of Hamon and
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Jacquillat [41], the relative bid ask spread associated with one given asset is
not constant during the same day. Therefore the relative bid ask spread can-
not be constant as it would be the case if it would be only the consequence
of proportional transaction costs.
Definition 1.2 A dynamic pricing procedure is called sublinear if
∀λ > 0 ∀X ∈ L∞(Fτ ) Πσ,τ (λX) = λΠσ,τ (X)
This terminology is justified because convexity and homogeneity imply sub-
linearity for the ask price process.
Definition 1.3 A dynamic pricing procedure (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ is time-consistent
if
∀ 0 ≤ ν ≤ σ ≤ τ ∀ X ∈ L∞(Fτ ) Πν,σ(Πσ,τ (X)) = Πν,τ (X).
This definition of time consistency is a version with stopping times of the def-
inition with deterministic times first given by Peng [55]. As mentioned above
this property, which means that the price at time ν of any financial product
defined at time τ ≥ ν can be indifferently computed either directely or us-
ing an intermediate instant of time, is very natural in a context of pricing.
The condition of time consistency expressed for stopping times is stronger
than if it would just stated for deterministic times. Notice also that for a
time-consistent dynamic pricing procedure, the time consistency, the nor-
malization and the translation invariance imply that Πσ,τ is the restriction of
Πσ,∞ to L
∞(Fτ ). Key tools in the study of time-consistent dynamic pricing
procedures are the existence of a dual representation in terms of probability
measures and the characterization of time consistency in terms of cocycle
condition. The existence of such a dual representation is equivalent to con-
tinuity from below (cf. [37] and [29]).
Definition 1.4 A dynamic pricing procedure (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ is continuous from
below (resp. above) if for any increasing (resp. decreasing) sequence Xn of
elements of L∞(Fτ ) such that X = lim Xn, the increasing (resp. decreasing)
sequence Πσ,τ (Xn) has the limit Πσ,τ (X).
Remark 1.1 1. Continuity from below (resp above) for the dynamic pricing
procedure means continuity from above (resp below) for the corresponding
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dynamic risk measure ρσ,τ (X) = Πσ,τ (−X)
2. Continuity from above implies continuity from below (cf [37] and [29]).
3. In [46], lower semi continuity for the ask price process is assumed (i.e.
if a sequence Xn tends to X and if Πσ,τ (Xn) tends to c then Πσ,τ (X) ≤ c.
It is then easy to verify that this implies the continuity from below for the
dynamic pricing procedure.
Notation 1.2 In all the following a TCPP means a time-consistent dynamic
pricing procedure continuous from below.
Remark 1.3 A TCPP assigns a dynamic ask price process Πσ,∞(X) to any
european bounded option and also to any path dependent bounded option and
also to any bounded option defined on a basket, as any of these instruments
can be represented by a bounded F∞-measurable function.
When X is no more bounded we can define as in [19], Πσ,∞(X) by:
Πσ,∞(X) = limn→∞(limm→−∞(Πσ,∞(sup(inf(X, n), m)))
For an American option of maturity time τ , we can define
Πν,τ (X) = esssupν≤σ≤τΠν,σ(Yσ)
where Yσ is the corresponding European option of maturity σ.
As already noticed, for any TCPP (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ ρσ,τ (X) = Πσ,τ (−X) is a
time consistent dynamic risk measure continuous from above. Therefore we
recall in that setting the two fundamental results which are the existence of
a dual representation and the characterization of time consistency in terms
of cocycle conditions which are both key properties for the study of TCPP.
1.2 General Dual representation
In this subsection, we recall known dual representation results.
Recall that from the study of Detlefsen and Scandolo [29] on conditional
risk measures, on a probability space (Ω,F , P ), it follows that any dynamic
pricing procedure on (Ω,F∞, (Ft)t∈IR+ , P ) continuous from below has a dual
representation in terms of probability measures absolutely continuous with
respect to P . Such a dual representation has been generalized in [13] for
any probability measure Q ≪ P , to the projection on L∞(Ω,Fσ, Q). For
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any pricing procedure continuous from below, for any probability measure
Q ≪ P , the projection of Πσ,τ on L
∞(Ω,Fσ, Q) has the following dual rep-
resentation:
∀ X ∈ L∞(Fτ ) Πσ,τ (X) = Q− esssupR∈M1σ,τ (Q)(ER(X|Fσ)− α
m
σ,τ (R)) Q a.s.
(1)
where
M1σ,τ (Q) = {R on (Ω,Fτ) , R≪ P, R|Fσ = Q and ER(α
m
σ,τ (R)) < ∞}
(2)
and for any R≪ P ,
αmσ,τ (R) = R − esssupX∈L∞(Ω,Fτ ,P)(ER(X|Fσ)−Πσ,τ (X)) (3)
In the particular case where Q = P this result can be found in [29]. However
the dual representation result in its most general form will be needed in
section 3.
Notice that it follows from the normalization condition that for any Q,
the minimal penalty αmσ,τ (Q) is always non negative.
When σ = 0, M10,τ (P ) = {R on (Ω,Fτ), R ≪ P, α
m
0,τ (R) < ∞}; This
set will also be denoted by M0,τ , and
Π0,τ (X) = sup
Q∈M0,τ
(EQ(X)− α
m
0,τ (Q)) (4)
This dual representation for monetary risk measures, i.e. in static case, was
proved by Fo¨llmer and Schied [37].
Remark 1.4 In case of continuity from above, the “esssup” (resp. “sup”)
in the above equations (1) (resp. (4)) are in fact realized. (cf. [36] for the
static case and [10] for the conditional case). Therefore in case of continuity
from above, for any τ , as Π0,τ (0) = 0, there is always a probability measure
Q≪ P with 0 minimal penalty, αm0,τ (Q) = 0.
Theorems of representation have been proved in the static case for monetary
convex risk measures in [36], [37] and [39]. In the conditional or dynamic
case they have been proved in [29], [10], [52] and [13].
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1.3 Characterization of time consistency
Recall from [13] the following results characterizing time consistency:
A dynamic pricing procedure (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ continuous from below, is time-
consistent if and only if for any probability measure Q absolutely continuous
with respect to P , the minimal prenalty function satisfies the following co-
cycle condition for any stopping times ν ≤ σ ≤ τ :
αmν,τ (Q) = α
m
ν,σ(Q) + EQ(α
m
σ,τ (Q)|Fν) Q a.s (5)
The cocycle condition appeared for the first time in [12]. The characterization
of time consistency in terms of cocycle condition for the minimal penalty has
been proved in [12] and then in [38] with slightly different hypothesis, in both
cases under restrictive conditions. The characterization in the general case
of dynamic risk measures continuous from above is proved in [13].
Another characterization of time consistency was given in Cheridito, Delbaen,
Kupper [18] in terms of acceptance sets and also in terms of a concatenation
condition. The advantage of the cocycle condition is that it is easy to check.
2 No Free Lunch Pricing Procedure
In this section we define two intrinsic notions of No Free Lunch for a TCPP:
one static and one multiperiod. We then prove that due to the time con-
sistency condition, these notions are in fact equivalent. The main result of
this section is the Fundamental Theorem of pricing proved in that context.
It generalizes the result of Jouini and Kallal [46]: We prove that a TCPP
has No Free Lunch if and only if there is an equivalent probability measure
that transforms some process between the bid and ask price process into a
martingale. We can notice that the case studied in [46] corresponds in our
setting to the case of sublinear dynamic pricing (i.e. to the case where there
is no liquidity risk). However an important difference is that a TCPP is
always defined on the set of all bounded measurable functions. Notice that
here we do not assume a priori that the bid price process (and the ask price
process) are right continuous.
The notion of No Free Lunch in our setting has an easy definition because
any TCPP is defined on the set of all bounded measurable functions. A static
arbitrage is a financial instrument, i.e. a bounded F∞-measurable function
X , non negative and non zero, that one can buy at time zero at a non positive
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price, that is Π0,∞(X) ≤ 0. Equivalently there is No Static Arbitrage if and
only if C ∩L∞+ (Ω,F∞, P ) = {0} where
C = {λX, (λ,X) ∈ IR+ × L∞(Ω,F∞, P ) / Π0,∞(X) ≤ 0}
As usual this definition of no arbitrage is not sufficient, we have to pass to
the notion of No Free Lunch.
Definition 2.1 The Dynamic Pricing Procedure admits No Static Free Lunch
if C ∩L∞+ (Ω,F∞, P ) = {0} where C is the weak* closure of C (i.e. the closure
of C in L∞(Ω,F∞, P ) for the topology σ(L
∞(P ), L1(P )))
C = {λX, (λ,X) ∈ IR+ × L∞(Ω,F∞, P ) / Π0,∞(X) ≤ 0}
We adapt now to our framework the definition of no multiperiod free lunch
given by Jouini and Kallal [46] in the case of sublinear pricing. In particular
here the time horizon is infinite, the pricing procedure associates to any
bounded F∞-measurable function a dynamic bid (resp ask) price process,
and the dynamic pricing procedure is not homogeneous. This motivates the
following definition:
Definition 2.2 The set of financial products atteignable at zero cost via sim-
ple strategies is
K0 = {X = X0 +
∑
1≤i≤n
(Zi − Yi) / Π0,∞(X0) ≤ 0;
Πτi,∞(Zi) ≤ −Πτi,∞(−Yi) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
where 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ ... ≤ τn <∞ are stopping times.
This means that one can get X0 at time zero at zero or negative cost
and then at time τi, one sells Yi and buys Zi in a self-financing way. Of
course in the preceding definition, due to the translation invariance property
of Πτi,∞, one can restrict to non negative Yi and Zi. It doesn’t change the set
K0. As in the static case we define as follows the No Mutiperiod Free Lunch
condition.
Definition 2.3 The dynamic pricing procedure has No Multiperiod Free Lunch
if K∩L∞+ (Ω,F∞, P ) = {0} where K is the weak* closure of
K = {λX, (λ,X) ∈ IR+ ×K0}
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We can now prove our main theorem:
Theorem 2.1 Let (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ be a TCPP. The following conditions are
equivalent:
i) The TCPP has No Muliperiod Free Lunch
ii) The TCPP has No Static Free Lunch.
iii) There is a probability measure R equivalent to P with zero minimal
penalty: αm0,∞(R) = 0
iv) There is a probability measure R equivalent to P such that for any stop-
ping time σ,
∀X ∈ L∞(Ω,F∞, P ) − Πσ,∞(−X) ≤ ER(X|Fσ) ≤ Πσ,∞(X) (6)
Proof: - Start with the proof of iv) implies i): Let X ∈ K0. From equation
(6) applied to Yi and Zi, and the self financing condition, we get
ER(Zi − Yi|Fτi) ≤ Πτi,∞(Zi) + Πτi,∞(−Yi) ≤ 0
Also from equation (6), ER(X0) ≤ 0. Thus ∀X ∈ K0 ER(X) ≤ 0. As R is
a probability measure equivalent to P , ER is linear and continuous for the
weak* topology σ(L∞(P ), L1(P )) and therefore ∀X ∈ K ER(X) ≤ 0 and
thus ∀X ∈ K∩L∞+ (Ω,F∞, P ), X = 0 R a.s.. R is equivalent to P so X = 0,
establishing the No Multiperiod Free Lunch.
- i) implies ii) is trivial (taking Yi = Zi = 0 for any i).
- ii) implies iii): The proof is in two steps as for the proof of Kreps Yan
theorem (cf Theorem 5.2.2. of [27]).
- First step, Hahn Banach separation: As Π0,∞ is convex, C is a convex cone
in L∞ closed for the topology σ(L∞, L1). For any Y ∈ L∞+ (Ω,F∞, P ), Y 6= 0,
{Y } is compact and C ∩{Y } = ∅. From Hahn Banach theorem, there is a
gY ∈ L
1 such that E(gY Y ) > supX∈C E(gYX). As C is a cone, containing L
∞
−
(from monotonicity and normalization), it follows that supX∈C E(gYX) = 0
and gY ≥ 0.
- Second step, exhaustion argument exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2.
of [27]. Consider G = {g ∈ L1+, supX∈C E(gX) = 0}. Let g0 ∈ G such that
P (g0 > 0) = sup{P (g > 0), g ∈ G}
As in [27], the probability measure R of Radon Nikodym derivative g0
E(g0)
is
equivalent to P and supX∈C ER(X) = 0.
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∀X ∈ L∞(Ω,F∞, P ), from translation invariance, X−Π0,∞(X) belongs to C
and therefore ER(X) ≤ Π0,∞(X). Applying this inequality to −X , we get
∀X ∈ L∞(Ω,F∞, P ) − Π0,∞(−X) ≤ ER(X) ≤ Π0,∞(X) (7)
From the definition of the minimal penalty
αm0,∞(R) = sup
X∈L∞(Ω,F∞,P )
(ER(X)−Π0,∞(X)) ≤ 0
On the other hand as already noticed, the minimal penalty is non negative
so αm0,∞(R) = 0 and iii) is satified.
-iii) implies iv): From the cocycle condition and the non negativity of the
minimal penalty, it follows that αmσ,∞(R) = 0 ∀σ. Then iv) follows from the
dual representation of Πσ,∞, equation (1), as R is equivalent to P . (Notice
that for this proof we need only the usual dual representation and not its
extended shape).
Corollary 2.2 Any No Free Lunch TCPP has a representation in terms of
equivalent probability measures, i.e.
∀ X ∈ L∞(Fτ ) Πσ,τ (X) = esssupQ∈M1,eσ,τ (P)(EQ(X|Fσ)− α
m
σ,τ (Q)) (8)
where
M1,eσ,τ (P ) = {Q on (Ω,Fτ ) , Q ∼ P, Q|Fσ = P and EQ(α
m
σ,τ (Q)) < ∞}
(9)
Proof: From the preceding theorem if the TCPP has No Free Lunch there
is a probability measure equivalent to P with zero penalty and then from
Theorem 4 of [52] it has a representation in terms of equivalent probability
measures.
Proposition 2.3 Let (Πσ,τ )σ≤τ be a No Free Lunch TCPP. For any X ∈
L∞(Ω,F∞, P ), for any probability measure R equivalent to P with zero penalty,
(Πσ,∞(X))σ is a R-supermartingale process with a cadlag modification. (resp.
−(Πσ,∞(−X))σ is a R-submartingale process with a cadlag modification), and
− Πσ,∞(−X)) ≤ ER(X|Fσ) ≤ Πσ,∞(X) (10)
for any stopping time σ.
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Proof: From the preceding theorem, there is a probability measure R equiv-
alent to P with zero penalty. The result follows then from Theorem 2.3. of
[13].
Notice that the regularity of the paths of the ask (resp. bid) price pro-
cesses is obtained here as a consequence of the No Free Lunch condition and
the time consistency. On the contrary in [46] the regularity of paths was
assumed.
Using the preceding theorem we can characterize the No Free Lunch sublinear
TCPP.
Corollary 2.4 For any No Free Lunch sublinear TCPP there is a stable
subset Q of the set of probability measures equivalent to P such that for any
stopping times σ ≤ τ , for any X ∈ L∞(Fτ),
Πσ,τ (X) = esssupQ∈QEQ(X|Fσ) (11)
Conversely the equation (11) defines a No Free Lunch sublinear TCPP.
Proof: From Corollary 2.2, a No free Lunch TCPP has a representation in
terms of equivalent probability measures. As a sublinear pricing procedure is
homogeneous, any probability measure Q with finite penalty αm0,∞(Q) < ∞
has in fact a zero penalty. Denote Q = {Q ∼ P | αm0,∞(Q) = 0}. For any
stopping times σ ≤ τ , and any X ∈ L∞(Fτ ),
Πσ,τ (X) = esssupQ∈QEQ(X|Fσ)
From Delbaen [25], the time consistency is then equivalent to the stability of
Q.
Conversely, the dynamic sublinear pricing procedure defined by the formula
(11) is continuous from above. It is time consistent from [25]. It has No Free
Lunch from Theorem 2.1.
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for a pricing procedure
to have No Free Lunch. Recall the definition of non degeneracy [13].
Definition 2.4 A dynamic pricing procedure is non degenerate if
∀ A ∈ F∞ [Π0,∞(λ1A) = 0 ∀ λ ∈ IR+
∗] implies P (A) = 0
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Corollary 2.5 Let (Πσ,τ )σ≤τ be a non degenerate TCPP. Assume that there
is a probability measure Q absolutely continuous with respect to P with zero
minimal penalty (i.e. αm0,∞(Q) = 0). Then this TCPP has No Free Lunch.
In particular:
Any non degenerate sublinear TCPP has No Free Lunch.
Any non degenerate TCPP continuous from above has No Free Lunch.
Proof: Assume that (Πσ,τ )σ≤τ is non degenerate. From Lemma 2.4. of [13]
any probability measure Q ≪ P with zero minimal penalty is equivalent to
P . When the pricing procedure is sublinear any probability measure with
finite minimal penalty has zero minimal penalty. Thus there is at least one Q
equivalent with P with zero minimal penalty. And from Remark 1.4, in case
of continuity from above there is always a probability measure Q≪ P with
zero minimal penalty. Q is equivalent with P as (Πσ,τ )σ≤τ is non degenerate.
The result is then a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
One ends this section with a corollary which will be very usefull for the
construction of No Free Lunch TCPP. One can notice that in this corollary
the conditions required for the penalty are only the cocycle condition and
the locality. In many examples it is easy to verify if these conditions are
satisfied. On the contrary one can insist on the fact that one does not need
to know if the penalty is the minimal one.
Corollary 2.6 Let Q be a stable set of probability measures on (Ω,F∞) all
equivalent to P . let α be a non negative local penalty function defined on Q,
satisfying the cocycle condition . Assume that there is at least one probability
measure Q ∈ Q with zero penalty (i.e. α0,∞(Q) = 0). Then (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ
defined by
Πσ,τ (X) = esssupQ∈Q{EQ(X|Fσ))− ασ,τ (Q)} (12)
is a No Free Lunch TCPP.
Proof: Equation (12) defines a pricing procedure continuous from above.
From [12] in case of deterministic times and [13] for the extension to stopping
times, it follows that this pricing procedure is time consistent. From the
minimality of αm0,∞, any probability measure Q such that α0,∞(Q) = 0 satisfies
also αm0,∞(Q) = 0. Thus from Theorem 2.1, the TCPP has No Free Lunch.
Up to now, we have studied TCPP in a model free setting. We have char-
acterized the intrinsic notion of No Free Lunch for a TCPP by the existence
of an equivalent probability measure that transforms a process between the
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bid process and the ask process of any financial instrument into a martingale.
In the next Section, we make use of TCPP to reduce the bid ask spread in the
more usual setting where the dynamics of some reference assets are assumed
to be known.
3 Reduction of the bid ask spread
3.1 The market model
In this section we consider the following general and classical framework of
financial markets: Let (Ω,F∞, (Ft)t∈IR+ , P ) be a filtered probability space
satisfying the usual assumptions. Let (Sk)0≤k≤d, be a IR
d+1 valued adapted
stochastic process. The problem of pricing in this framework is the problem
of providing a dynamic pricing procedure which extends the dynamics of the
reference assets (Sk)0≤k≤d. Any linear dynamic pricing procedure is given by
the conditional expectation with respect to an equivalent local martingale
measure for (Sk)0≤k≤d. Therefore the classical ask price is defined as the sur-
replication price supQ∈Me EQ(X) where M
e denotes the set of all equivalent
local martingale measures. It is well known that the corresponding bid-ask
spread is too wide and therefore different methods have been developed in
the literature in order to obtain sharper bounds. One of them is the so called
“No good deal” pricing. Another method consists in restricting the set of
admissible strategies. Both of them can be written in our general framework.
As before, we assume that there is a liquid positive asset S0 and we take it
as nume´raire. The other reference assets are modelized by locally bounded
adapted processes (Sk)1≤k≤d, i.e. there exists a sequence τn of stopping times
increasing to∞ such that the stopped processes (Sk)τnt = S
k
t∧τn are uniformly
bounded for each n. This assumption is not too restrictive, indeed it is satis-
fied for any cadlag (right continuous with left limit) process with uniformly
bounded jumps. Notice that in mathematical finance it is important to allow
for processes with jumps and also not to restrict to the filtration generated
by a multidimensional Brownian motion.
We start with some general considerations on TCPP extending the dynamics
of the reference assets (Sk).
Definition 3.1 The TCPP extends the dynamics of the process (Sk)0≤k≤d if
∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ d, ∀ n ∈ ZZ ∀ 0 ≤ σ ≤ τ such that Skτ ∈ L
∞(Fτ ),
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Πσ,τ (nS
k
τ ) = nS
k
σ (A1)
In this definition we consider only integer multiples of the processes Sk
because there are the only one that can be traded.
We prove now that a TCPP continuous from below extends the dynamics of
the process (Sk)0≤k≤d if and only if it has a dual representation in terms of
local martingale measures for the process (Sk)0≤k≤d:
Theorem 3.1 A TCPP extends the dynamics of the process (Sk)0≤k≤d if
and only if any probability measure R≪ P such that αm0,∞(R) <∞ is a local
martingale measure with respect to the process (Sk)0≤k≤d i.e.
∀0 ≤ k ≤ d ∀τ such that Skτ ∈ L
∞(Fτ ),
∀σ ≤ τ ER(S
k
τ |Fσ) = S
k
σ R a.s. (13)
Proof: 1. Assume first that (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ extends the dynamics of the process
(Sk)0≤k≤d.
Let R ≪ P such that αm0,∞(R) < ∞. From the cocycle condition, for any
stopping times σ ≤ τ , ER(α
m
σ,τ (R)) < ∞. For any positive integer j, denote
Aj = {ω / α
m
σ,τ (R)(ω) ≤ j } Aj ∈ Fσ and R((UAj)
c) = 0.
Let τ and k such that Skτ ∈ L
∞(Fτ ). Then by hypothesis, ∀ n ∈ ZZ,
Πσ,τ (nS
k
τ ) = nS
k
σ
For any n ∈ ZZ, from the general dual representation equation (1),
nSkσ = Πσ,τ (nS
k
τ ) ≥ nER(S
k
τ |Fσ)− α
m
σ,τ (R) R a.s.
As 1Ajα
m
σ,τ (R) is R essentially bounded the restriction of the above inequality
to Aj for any n ∈ ZZ, implies that ER(S
k
τ |Fσ) and S
k
σ coincide R a.s. on
every Aj and thus on Ω. This proves the equation (13) for any R such that
αm0,∞(R) <∞
2. Conversely assume that the local martingale property is satisfied. Let k ∈
{1, ..d}. Let τ be a stopping time such that Skτ ∈ L
∞(Fτ). Let R ∈M
1
σ,τ (P ).
First step: We prove that ER(S
k
τ |Fσ) = S
k
σ. Choose Q1 ∈ M0,σ(P ) and Q2 ∈
M1τ,∞(P ). From the cocycle condition it follows that the probability measure
R˜ with Radon Nikodym derivative dR˜
dP
= dQ1
dP
dR
dP
dQ2
dP
satisfies αm0,∞(R˜) < ∞.
By definition of R˜,
ER˜(S
k
τ |Fσ) = ER(S
k
τ |Fσ)
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By hypothesis, R˜ is a local martingale measure with respect to Sk , so
ER(S
k
τ |Fσ) = S
k
σ . This ends the first step.
From the dual representation (equation (1)), applied with Q = P , we get
Πσ,τ (nS
k
τ ) = (nS
k
σ + esssupR∈M1σ,τ (P )(−α
m
σ,τ (R)) = nS
k
σ +Πσ,τ (0) = nS
k
σ
Thus the TCPP extends the dynamics of the process (Sk)0≤k≤d
From Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.2 we deduce the following corollary:
Corollary 3.2 A No Free Lunch TCPP (Πστ )0≤σ≤τ extends the dynamics
of the process (Sk)0≤k≤d if and only if it has a dual representation in terms
of equivalent local martingale measures for the process (Sk)0≤k≤d.
From the non negativity of the minimal penalty, we then deduce the
following result:
Corollary 3.3 The ask price associated with a No Free Lunch TCPP
(Πστ )0≤σ≤τ extending the dynamics of the process (S
k)0≤k≤d is never greater
than the surreplication price. More precisely for any X in L∞(Fτ),
inf
Q∈Me
EQ(X) ≤ −Πστ (−X) ≤ Πστ (X) ≤ sup
Q∈Me
EQ(X) (14)
WhereMe denotes the set of all equivalent local martingale measures with
respect to the process (Sk)0≤k≤d.
The bounds obtained for any No Free Lunch TCPP extending the dynamics
of the process (Sk) extend to general (convex) pricing procedures the usual
bounds known for linear or sublinear pricing procedures. We can notice
that these bounds have been obtained from the time consistency condition
without using replicating or surreplicating portfolio.
We also get the following dual representation result for sublinear TCPP:
Corollary 3.4 For any No Free Lunch sublinear TCPP extending the dy-
namics of (Sk)0≤k≤d there is a stable subset Q of the setM
e of equivalent local
martingale measures for (Sk)0≤k≤d such that for any stopping times σ ≤ τ ,
for any X ∈ L∞(Fτ ),
Πσ,τ (X) = esssupQ∈QEQ(X|Fσ) (15)
Conversely the equation (15) defines a No Free Lunch TCPP extending the
dynamics of (Sk)0≤k≤d.
Proof It follows from Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.1.
Now, we consider different approaches in order to reduce the bid ask
spread.
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3.2 Sublinear pricing and good deal bonds
“No good deal” pricing started with two papers published in 2000. One by
Cochrane and Saa Requejo [21], the other by Bernardo and Ledoit [8]. In
both cases the idea is to exclude not only financial products leading to ar-
bitrage but also products which are too attractive. The condition is then
expressed in terms of a condition on the Radon Nikodym derivative dQ
dP
of
the probability measures Q that one can use to price. The ask price is then
defined as supQ∈QEQ(X) ( and the bid price as infQ∈QEQ(X). The static
case is considered for example in [21], [8] and [62]. Jaschke and Ku¨chler have
established the link between coherent static risk measures and no good deal
pricing.
In a multiperiod setting, Cochrane and Saa Requejo [21] consider a set of
probability measures Q defined in the following way: between instants of
time ti and ti+1, denote mi =
E(dQ
dP
|Fti+1)
E(dQ
dP
|Fti)
. The condition on Q is then of two
kinds: the first one is that it is a martingale measure with respect to some
basic assets and the second one is E(m2i |Fti) ≤ A
2
i . where Ai are some given
Fti-measurable functions. These two conditions clearly define a stable set
of probability measures Q, leading thus to a sublinear TCPP. In a dynamic
setting, Cochrane and Saa Requejo consider the case where the processes de-
scribing the basic assets Sk are driven by a multidimensional Wiener process.
No good deal pricing has been extended to models with jumps by Bjo¨rk and
Slinko [9] and also by Klo¨ppel and Schweizer[52], providing in both cases a
sublinear pricing procedure. The ask price is given by supQ∈QEQ(X). From
Corollary 2.4, the pricing procedure is time consistent if and only if the set
Q is stable. Klo¨ppel and Schweizer have verified the stability of the set of
equivalent probability measures associated with their pricing procedure. This
gives thus an example of a No Free Lunch sublinear TCPP in the setting of
Levy processes.
3.3 TCPP from portfolio constraints
Several authors consider also the problem of pricing and hedging under con-
straints on the admissible porfolios.
- In [22] Cvitanic and Karatzas consider a financial market where portfolios
are constrained to take values in a given closed convex set. The framework
is that of diffusions driven by a multi dimensional Brownian motion.
- Fo¨llmer and Kramkov have extended the results of [22] to the following gen-
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eral framework: The discounted processes of the basic assets are described by
a locally bounded semimartingale (Sk)0≤k≤d. Under conditions on the set H
of admissible strategies, they have computed the shape of the value process
associated with the minimal H-constrained hedging portfolio. Under a slight
modification, Klo¨ppel and Schweizer have proved [52], Proposition 10 that
the value process associated with any X ∈ L∞(FT ) is
Πτ,T (X) = esssupQ∈P(H)(EQ(X|Fτ )− EQ[A
H(Q)T −A
H(Q)τ |Fτ ]) (16)
where AH(Q) is the smallest increasing predictable process A such that Y −A
is a local Q supermartingale for any Y ∈ {H.S | H ∈ H}. From this
definition of AH(Q) it is not difficult to verify that the penalty ατ,T (Q) =
EQ[A
H(Q)T −A
H(Q)τ |Fτ ] is local, that the cocycle condition (for stopping
times) is satisfied and that P(H) = {Q | α0,∞(Q) <∞} is stable. Therefore
from Corollary 2.6 the formula (16) defines a No Free Lunch TCPP. Notice
that these sufficiant conditions for time consistency are easy to verify from
the formula (16). The time consistency condition for deterministic times is
also verified by Klo¨ppel and Schweizer [53], in a different way, using minimal
strategies.
3.4 Calibration of TCPP with observed bid ask prices
for options
We propose now a new approach in order to construct bid ask spreads con-
sistent with the bid ask spreads observed in a real financial market for a
family of options. This approach takes fully advantage of our axiomatic
approach. In financial markets the market-maker observes the bid and ask
prices associated with some financial assets as options. Some of these options
(vanilla options or even some exotic options) are quite liquid and therefore
it is relevant to take them into account in order to provide a global TCPP.
As pointed out by Avellaneda, Levy and Paras [4], the prices of options
provide important information on the volatility. Such a pricing procedure,
compatible with observed bid and ask prices for the reference options, can
then be used in order to provide a bid and an ask price associated with some
less liquid financial product. Therefore the aim of this section is to define
TCPP not only extending the dynamics of the basic assets but also compati-
ble with observed bid and ask prices for options. Notice that if one knows the
process describing the dynamics of basic assets (i.e. one knows the process
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(Sk)0≤k≤d), an option on one or several of these underlying assets is defined
at its maturity date T as a FT -mesurable function. However, the dynamic
process associated with this option is not known.
The new conditions (compatibility with observed bid and ask prices for op-
tions) that we impose on the TCPP are all given by conditions obtained from
the market. They are preference free. And we prove that they lead to an
upper bound for the ask price (resp. a lower bound for the bid price) which
are better than the surreplication (resp subreplication ) price.
The market model is the following: Let (Ω,F∞, (Ft)t∈IR+ , P ) be a filtered
probability space. Consider a reference family ((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤p) com-
posed of two kinds of assets:
- basic assets as in the usual setting, and among them an asset S0 that we
take as nume´raire. The other basic assets are modeled by a locally bounded
adapted process (Sk)1≤k≤d (the discounted process).
- some financial assets (as options). Each of these financial assets is modeled
by an essentially bounded Fτl-measurable function Y
l (τl the maturity date
can be a stopping time). We assume furthermore that at time zero, a bid
price and ask price are observed in the market for any of the assets Y l.
Define now the notion of admissibility with respect to the reference family
((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤p). In [11] we have introduced the notion of admissibility
for a static pricing function. We extend here this notion to a dynamic con-
text.
For any l denote C lask ( resp C
l
bid) the observed ask (resp bid) price observed
in the market at time 0 for the asset Y l. We give the following definition of
strong admissibility:
Definition 3.2 A Dynamic Pricing Procedure (Πσ,τ )0≤σ≤τ is strongly ad-
missible with respect to the reference family ((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤p) and the
observed bid and ask prices (C lbid, C
l
ask)1≤l≤p if
• it extends the dynamics of the process (Sk)0≤k≤d.
• it is compatible with the observed bid and ask prices for the (Y l)1≤l≤p:
∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ p C lbid ≤ −Π0,τl(−Y
l) ≤ Π0,τl(Y
l) ≤ C lask (17)
The following proposition gives a characterization of strongly admissible
TCPP.
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Proposition 3.5 A TCPP is strongly admissible with respect to the refer-
ence family ((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤p) and the observed bid and ask prices
(C lbid, C
l
ask)1≤l≤p if and only if
• Any probability measure R ≪ P such that αm0,∞(R) < ∞ is a local
martingale measure with respect to any process Sk.
• For any probability measure R≪ P , for any stopping time τ ,
αm0,τ (R) ≥ sup(0, sup
{l | τl≤τ}
(C lbid − ER(Y
l), ER(Y
l)− C lask) (18)
Proof: This follows easily from the characterization of TCPP extending the
dynamics of Sk (Proposition 3.1) and from the dual representation of Π0,τ ,
equation (4).
Remark 3.6 From Theorem 2.1, and Proposition 3.5, it follows that the
existence of a strongly admissible No Free Lunch TCPP relies on the existence
of an equivalent local martingale measure Q0 for the process (S
k)0≤k≤d, such
that
∀ 1 ≤ l ≤ p C lbid ≤ EQ0(Y
l) ≤ C lask (19)
A detailled study of TCPP calibrated with observed bid ask prices for op-
tions is the subject of [14] (in preparation). In particular it is shown in [14]
that the existence of an equivalent local martingale measure Q0 satisfying
the inequalities (19) is equivalent to the No Free Lunch condition for the ref-
erence family ((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤d, (C
l
bid, C
l
ask)1≤l≤d. (This result generalizes
the usual Kreps Yan Theorem).
Strong admissible No Free Lunch TCPP lead to sharper bounds. DenoteMe
the set of equivalent local martingale measures for the process (Sk)0≤k≤d. For
any Q ∈Me denote β(Q) = sup(0, sup1≤l≤p(C
l
bid−EQ(Y
l), EQ(Y
l)−C lask)).
Proposition 3.7 For any No Free Lunch TCPP strongly admissible with
respect to the reference family ((Sk)0≤k≤d, (Y
l)1≤l≤p) and the observed bid
and ask prices (C lbid, C
l
ask)1≤l≤p, for any financial product X ∈ L
∞(F∞),
inf
Q∈Me
(EQ(X) + β(Q)) ≤ −Π0,∞(−X) ≤ Π0,∞(X) ≤ sup
Q∈Me
(EQ(X)− β(Q))
(20)
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Proof: This result follows from the dual representation for No Free Lunch
TCPP, Corollary 2.2 and the Proposition 3.5 (applied with τ =∞).
Notice that the bounds in inequation (20) are tighter than the bounds
obtained from surreplication (and subreplication), as soon as the family of
options taken into account is sufficiently rich. Indeed as soon as one option is
one of the options of the reference family, the bonds of any TCPP are inside
the interval [C lbid, C
l
ask] corresponding to the observed bid and ask prices in
the market. Furthermore adding some new option to the reference family
is equivalent to have more conditions in condition (18) and therefore leads
to no wider and sometimes tighter bounds. We can notice that these new
tighter bounds are just obtained from the information already contained
in the market. There is no need to introduce some external restriction or
preference. In [14] we provide examples of strongly admissible No Free Lunch
TCPP, making use of the theory of right continuous BMO martingales.
4 Conclusion
We have introduced an axiomatic approach for bid ask dynamic pricing in
general financial markets. We have defined the notion of TCPP (time con-
sistent dynamic pricing procedure continuous from below) which assigns to
any financial product both an ask price process and a bid price process in
such a way that it takes into account both transaction costs and liquidity
risk. Therefore the ask price process Πσ,τ (X) is a convex function of X .
We have defined two notions of No Free Lunch for a pricing procedure, a
static one and a dynamic one. For any time consistent dynamic pricing pro-
cedure the two notions are equivalent. Our main result (generalizing that
of Jouini and Kallal [46]) is that the No Free Lunch property for a TCPP
is equivalent to the existence of an equivalent probability measure R such
that for any X ∈ L∞(Ω,F∞, P ), the martingale ER(X|Fσ) is always be-
tween the Bid Price Process −Πσ,τ (−X) and the Ask Price Process Πσ,τ (X).
Furthermore the ask price process associated with any financial instrument
is a R-supermartingale process which has a cadlag modification (when the
No Free Lunch property is satisfied).
In the last section 3 we considered the usual setting for financial markets,
where the dynamics of some reference assets is assumed to be known (Sk)0≤k≤p.
We have proved that No Free Lunch TCPP extending the dynamics of the
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reference assets have a dual representation in terms of equivalent local mar-
tingale measures for the reference process (Sk)0≤k≤p. TCPP are usefull in
order to produce bid ask spreads for options close to the observed bid ask
spreads in real financial markets. A family of TCPP well adapted to finan-
cial markets, is the TCPP calibrated with observed bid and ask prices for
options. It allows for the production for market makers of bid and ask prices
for any new financial instrument. Furthermore the prices produced that way
are consistent with the bid ask spreads that one wants to take into account
and lead for other products to tighter bounds than the usual ones. The sys-
tematic study of TCPP extending the dynamics of some reference assets and
compatible with observed bid ask prices for some options is the subject of a
forthcoming paper [14].
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